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Year 9 Drama – Naturalism
1 - Naturalism

Naturalistic theatre refers to
the belief that a play should try
to represent reality as closely as
possible.

2 – Magic If

4 – Drama Practitioners
Actors, directors or playwrights
who create performances and
ideas about performance.

Key Vocabulary

What is Naturalistic Acting?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0A4ywwYkAWk
How Stanislavski Reinvented the Craft of Acting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iB1fPZX5Zgk

7 - The History of a Drama Practitioner

Allow actors to put themselves
into a character’s situation. This
then stimulates the motivation to
enable the actor to play the role.

5 – Given Circumstance

Konstantin Stanislavksi

Any information about the
character that you start off
with, and the play as a whole.

• Stanislavski was a drama practitioners who believed that
actors should really inhabit the role they are playing. He
wanted performance work to be believable and relatable
to his audience.

3 – Characterisation

6 – Soap Opera

• Born in 1863 to one of the most affluent families in
Russia, he died in 1938 at the age of 75.

The way you show a character.
This can be through movement,
facial expressions, vocal qualities,
and your reaction to others.

A television or radio drama serial
dealing typically with daily events
in the lives of the same group of
characters.

• He is one of the greatest and most influential of modern
theatre practitioners He believed that the actors should
really inhabit the role that they are playing.

6 - Performance Skills of Naturalism

7 - The History of Soap Operas

Physical Action – Movement
• Any movement in a naturalistic drama must be a real as
possible. Observing how you and others move in real life can
help you to develop a naturalistic character. Using a mirror
can help you ensure your movements are believable.
Interaction Between Characters
• Stanislavski’s technique, ‘Emotion memory’ can be used to
help actors recall a previously experienced emotion that is
suitable for the character/drama to make your performance
more realistic.

• The soap opera originated on radio in the United
States in the early 1930s, as short, domestic
dramas sponsored by the manufacturers of
soaps, medicines, foods and other household
goods.
Konstantin
Stanislavski

• On television, the soaps that have worked best,
particularly in Britain, are those which have
concentrated on ordinary people, living and
working in ordinary places.
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Year 9 Drama – Documentary Devised Theatre
1 - Stimulus

Anything that gives you an
idea for a drama. It is used
as a starting point to inspire
an idea for a drama.

2 - Devising

A process in which the whole
creative team develops a
show collaboratively.

3 - Symbolism

Using symbols such as
colour, movement, costume
and props to imply greater
meaning.

4 - Stylised Movement

Making Documentary Theatre at Hampshire College
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=law_FPFEV5k
An Introduction to Verbatim Theatre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ui3k1wT2yeM&list=PL_CI3XqWo3yPqdq
8-IPqRnyVMrrZY9U-2

Key Vocabulary

7 - The History of Documentary Theatre

The use of techniques such as
mime, movement, gestures and
dance which can be used to
explore complex social and
cultural issues.

5 - Monologue

A speech presented by a single
character to the audience.
This is most often to express
their thoughts aloud to
develop their audiences’
understanding.

• Documentary theatre or Verbatim is theatre that uses pre
existing documentary material (such as newspapers, government
reports, interviews, journals, and correspondences) as source
material for stories about real events and people, frequently
without altering the text in performance.
• Verbatim theatre specifically uses real words of those who have
been interviewed.

8 – Documentary Stimuli

6 - Performance Skills of a Devised Role

Life in the trenches was very
difficult because they were
dirty and flooded in bad
weather.
Many of the trenches also had
pests living in them, including
rats, lice, and frogs. Rats in
particular were a problem,
eating the soldier’s food, as
well as the soldiers’ actual
flesh while they slept.

Physical Action – Movement
• Stylised movement can be used with symbolism to portray
difficult aspects of story or performance.

Vocal Qualities – Pace
• When performing a documentary drama, your vocal qualities
must reflect the character you are playing. It is important to
refer to the given circumstances you have to support this.
Interaction Between Characters
• Consider the real people you are basing your characters on.
Interactions can either be realistic, and/or abstract.
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PROTOTYPE: A prototype is created to demonstrate whether an idea of a scientific principle will work or not and they are created during the design stages of making a product. A
prototype can be created to show how a design might look aesthetically, to demonstrate if it will work functionally and to test the target market to gain opinion to help predict future
sales. Prototypes can be produced for different reasons and at different points in the design stages but they can also be produced in different ways.

Types of Prototype Production ()

1. CAD Prototype

2. CAM Prototype

3. Clay Prototype

CAD Prototypes are created
using 3-D modelling
software such as Google
Sketch up, Solidworks etc
and they involve drawing
the design or part in 3-D on
a computer. The prototype
can then be used in
different ways such as:
•
display to show how
the design might look
•
Testing using computer
simulation to gather
scientific data, will it
break or not when in
use
•
To produce in CAM
using rapid prototyping
processes

CAM prototypes are made using
CNC (computer numerically
controlled) machines which will
produce the whole design or
parts based on what id drawn in
CAD. There are different types of
CAM processes which can be
used to make the prototypes
such as 3-D printers, Laser
cutters (making from 2-D
drawings), CNC router (making
from 2-D drawings) etc.
This process is normally used to
speed up the process or making
the prototype and can make
both prototypes for testing and
aesthetic purposes

Clay prototypes are a very
traditional technique for
making a model of a design
and are limited to aesthetic
prototypes and some
limited testing such as
testing for aerodynamics.
The big advantage here is it
doesn't require any ICT
skills but takes lots of time
and skill to make clay
models with accuracy

4. Card Prototype

5. Different Material
Prototype

Card modelling is used in the
architectural industry quite a
lot as you can very quickly
build 3-D models which can
help to visual a design in 3-D
and to help produce scale
models of final outcomes
which is quite useful in some
cases. Testing is difficult in 3-D
although it is possible for
simple testing of hand sizes
for example for ergonomic
purposes

There are lots of other types of
modelling/prototyping
materials which haven't been
mentioned:
• Any type of wood metal or
plastic, you can just build
designs without using the
industrial processes to
prove whether a design will
work or not in a normal
workshop
• Polymorph is a smart
material which is heated in
hot water to create a soft
plastic which hardens as it
cools, great for making
handles, door knobs etc

SCALES OF PRODUCTION: When a product is put into full scale production it means making more than one at a time to try and make as much profit as
possible. The design you created for you GCSE is simply a prototype to prove whether the design you created was possible or not. Once you have proved the
concept you then need to complete the manufacturing stages by first deciding how many you would like to produce
PRODUCTION SCALE: the amount you decide to produce is based on a number of different factors from the amount of money avail able to set up your
production line, the projected sales of the product once it is made and the amount of time available to produce the product. Once all of these factors have been
considered you would then decide which scale of production would be most appropriate for you

PRODUCTION SCALE TYPE
6. One-off production

7. Batch production

8. Mass production

9. Continuous production

One-off production is when only
one product is made at a time.
Every product is different so it is
labour intensive. Products may
be made by hand or a
combination of hand and
machine methods. The product
created can be very expensive
and can take a long time to
create

Batch production is when a small or
large quantity of identical products
are all made together. The machines
can be easily changed to produce a
batch of a different products,
generally the next batch will be
altered slightly whether it is colour,
size or making a totally different
product.

Mass production is when hundreds of
identical products are made, usually on
a production line. Mass production
often involves the assembly of a
number of sub-assemblies of individual
components. They tend to produce
products that are in constant use and
where the design does not change
significantly.

Continuous production is when many
thousands of identical products are
made. The difference between this and
mass production is that the production
line is kept running 24 hours a day,
seven days a week to maximise
production and eliminate the extra
costs of starting and stopping the
production process. The process is
highly automated and few workers are
required.

1

MANUFACTURING CONSIDERATIONS: When a product is manufactured each part is made using different manufacturing
processes, once each part is made it is brought together and assembled ready to package and ship to the client. When the
designer is considering how a product is going to be designed they would need to think about how the product would be
manufactured in a factory, this is called a MANUFACTURING CONSIDERATION.

2

DIFFERENT MANUFACTURING CONSIDERATIONS
There are different manufacturing considerations that a designer might have before they designed a product, they are as
follows:

3

Manufacturing Consideration

Justification

Example

The cost of materials used to
make the product

If the material is expensive then the final
product might end up being to expensive for
the final target market and it wouldn’t sell
well

E.g. a manufacturer decided to use Titanium
for a children's BMX because of its high
strength to weight ratio but the final bike
was far to expensive for the target market
because of this.

5

The cost of manufacturing
methods used to make the
design

If the cost of the manufacturing process used
to make the product is expensive then this
cost would be passed onto the price of the
final product being produced. If the cost of
the product if too much then it might not sell
well to the target market

E.g. If school chairs were handcrafted in a
wood workshop then they would cost a lot
to make because of the high labour costs
needed to make the product and they might
end up being too expensive for the school
to buy

6

The material properties of the
materials chosen to make the
product

If the material used to make the product is
not robust enough then it might fail when
the product is being used by the customer

E.g. A Car wheel axel which is attached to
the wheels of a car might snap due to too
much stress if a material with week torsion
strength was used to make the part

7

How dangerous the materials
are to work with which might
be used to make the product

If a materials is dangerous to work with it
might make the manufacturing of the
product difficult or too unsafe to make the
product in the scale required to make a profit

E.g. Using radioactive materials to produce
nuclear power can be very dangerous and
can be very unsafe if not produced in the
correct way

4

MODERN MATERIAL

SMART MATERIALS

A MODERN MATERIAL is a material with a specialist property which allows it to perform better than other traditional materials.
These materials are often created specifically for a new product of they are created by scientists and they don’t yet have a useful
application.
There are lots of different modern materials :

A SMART MATERIAL is a material whose properties
change in reaction to external stimulus. The external
stimulus can come from heat (Thermo), light (Photo)
and Stress.

Teflon (Used to coat surfaces to
make them none stick, commonly
used on frying pans)

There are lots of different smart materials:

8

Paperfoam (Thick, lightweight,
spongy Biodegradable packaging
for consumer electronics,
medical, cosmetics )

9
Fibre Optics (the use of thin flexible
fibres of glass or other transparent
solids to transmit light signals,
chiefly for telecommunications or
for internal inspection of the body)

10
Cornstarch Polymers (Instead of
using packaging materials made
from synthetic polymers, usually
from corn starch. Its Biodegradable)

12
Lycra Blends (Lycra or elastane is a
synthetic fiber known for its
exceptional elasticity.)

13
Composite Materials (composite
material is a material made from two
or more constituent materials with
significantly different physical or
chemical properties that, when
combined, produce a material with
characteristics different )

15
Other Materials not stated above: Maplex, Polartec , Lyocell

16

Neoprene (Neoprene is a synthetic rubber.
Neoprene has good chemical stability and maintains
flexibility over a wide temperature range. Stays soft
and rubber like when cold)

18

Piezoelectric materials (When a piezoelectric material is
squeezed rapidly, it produces a small electrical voltage for
a moment. If a voltage is put across the material it makes a
tiny change in shape)

19

11
Nano Technology (the branch of technology that
deals with dimensions and tolerances of less than
100 nanometres, especially the manipulation of
individual atoms and molecules)

Thermochromic materials (change colour as the
temperature changes)

20
14
Carbon and Kevlar Fibre (Carbon fibre is a mix of
carbon strands set in epoxy resin and can be formed
to many different shapes. When wet is very strong
and light weight. Kevlar is a very tightly woven
fabric which can stop bullets)

17

Photochromic materials (change colour according
to different lighting conditions)

21
Electroluminescent materials (Electroluminescent
materials give out light when an electric current is
applied)

Other Materials not stated above: Quantumtunnelling composite, Shape Memory Alloys

22
23

Y9 Where is the Science in food?

1

2

3

4

5

Food,
Preparation
and Nutrition
GCSE

This is the name of the GCSE qualification that the
Food department offers. It covers four main areas of
study:
• Nutrition
• Food provenance and food choice
• Cooking and food preparation
• Preparation and cooking techniques

NEA

Non-exam assessment. This is an assessment that
takes place in school but is part of (50%) the overall
GCSE qualification.

Functional
and chemical
properties
Nutrients

Food Science

All ingredients do a specific job in a specific recipe
(sugar sweetens in cakes), this is the FUNCTION but
they also have chemical properties such as denaturing
the protein in egg white for meringues.
The chemicals in food that your body needs to stay fit
and healthy.
Fat, Protein, Carbohydrate, Vitamins, Minerals, Water
and Fibre.
The science that happens when we prepare and cook
food.

14

Coagulation

An irreversible change in the structure of protein, brought
about by heat or acids.

15

Maillard
Reaction

The effect of heat application on protein and natural sugars –
makes meat (for example) brown.

16

Reduction
technique

Used for stocks, soups and sauces – gently cooking a liquid so
the water evaporates and the contents of the pan REDUCE and
thicken.

17

Provenance

Where food actually comes from, for example Sugar is grown as
sugar cane in but also as sugar beet in the East Midlands.

18

Functional and
chemical
properties

All ingredients do a specific job in a specific recipe (sugar
sweetens in cakes), this is the FUNCTION but they also have
chemical properties such as denaturing the protein in egg white
for meringues.

19

6. Evaluation

An assessment of what you have written, researched or made.

20

Research

A study into a given subject using books, computers, magazines
and interviews.

21

Food
presentation

The way food is arranged, in an aesthetically pleasing manner to
finish a plate of food.

22

Plasticity

This is the ability of a solid fat to soften over a range of
temperatures.

6

Dextrinisation

The effect of dry heat on starch – it browns.

7

Conduction

Heat travelling through solid materials such as the
metal of a saucepan and food. As in frying bacon.

23

Dextrinisation

The effect of dry heat on starch – it browns.

24

Caramelisation

The effect of heat on sugar

8

Convection

Heat travelling through air or water, as in carrots
cooked in water in a pan or cakes in the oven.

25

Emulsification

The process of using an emulsifier(such as egg yolk) to stabilise
an insoluble mixture.

9

Radiation

Heat rays apply directly to, and cook food.

26

Plasticity

10

Mis en Place

Preparation before starting to cook – everything in its
place, ready to go.

This is the ability of a solid fat to soften over a range of
temperatures.

27

Dextrinisation

The effect of dry heat on starch – it browns.

11

Gelatinisation

The effect of wet heat on starch – the starch grains
swell then burst open to release a gel which then
thickens the sauce.

28

Caramelisation

The effect of heat on sugar

29

Emulsification

12

Denaturation

A change to the chemical state of protein, permanent
or temporary.

The process of using an emulsifier(such as egg yolk) to stabilise
an insoluble mixture.

30

The ability to trap air into a mixture – as is the case
with egg white and egg meringues, by aeration.

Food probe
test

Using a thermometer to gauge the readiness of food. 75°C is
the safe temperature for cooked food.

31

Bain-Marie

Literally means ‘water bath’ – food melted or gently cooked in a
bowl over a pan of simmering water

13

Foam
Formation

1. Context

2. Key Ideas

3. Key Vocabulary Definition

Patriarchal Society –women were considered inferior to men. Women belonged to
their fathers and then their husbands.

Romeo Montague– handsome and intelligent, yet
he is also impulsive and extremely sensitive. Romeo
is a peaceful character, and is not interested in violence
Juliet Capulet– a beautiful young girl (13 years old at
the start of the play). Juliet is caring, compassionate,
and at times demonstrates courage
Friar Laurence and the Nurse – Both Friar Laurence
and the Nurse appear to be the two people that Romeo and Juliet trust (more than their own parents).
Love – an extremely overpowering force that supersedes all other values, emotions, and loyalties.
Through their love, R&J conspire to go against ideal
of society.
Fate – In the prologue, Romeo and Juliet are ‘starcross’d’ lovers, meaning that fate had intended for
their paths to cross and controls their actions.
Sonnet 130—A non-traditional love poem showing
admiration for beauty that does not conform to the
ideals at the time.
My Last Duchess—Based on Duke Alfonso of Ferrarain the 1600s. The poem explores possession and
patriarchy assertion.
Cousin Kate— Explores how women were expected
to be chaste while also taught to be submissive.

Impulsive

Religion – The society across Europe was
deeply religious (predominantly catholic or
protestant).
Astrology and the Supernatural – The belief
in both astronomy and the supernatural
more preeminent than in society today, the
play references to ‘star-cross’d lovers.
Shakespeare wrote his plays at the time of
two monarchs: Queen Elizabeth I and King
James I.

4. Writer’s Craft
Dramatic Irony: When the audience knows
something the characters don’t.
Soliloquy: a character’s thoughts said out
loud for the benefit of the audience.
Oxymoron: two opposite words placed directly next to each other.
Alliteration: repeated consonant sounds at
the start of words.
Assonance: repetition of a vowel sounds.
Caesura: a pause in the middle of a line.
Enjambment: when one line runs into another without a pause.

Havisham—based on a character in "Great Expectations" who was jilted on her wedding day and remains stuck in time, she holds bitter resentment to
men and tradition.
1597—Romeo and Juliet

acting in the
moment without
thought or care
men holding all the
power in society
innocence, being
young
under another’s
authority
devotion and passion
ill fated, having bad
luck
irritated and angry

Patriarchy
Naivety
Oppressed

Ardour
Inauspicious
Vexatious

Incensed

to become
extremely angry

Timeline of Texts:
Romeo & Juliet and Love Poetry

1609—Sonnet 130

1862- Cousin Kate

1842—My Last Duchess

1993—Havisham

UNIT 6 H – Sport and Hobbies

Test 1 – Passive

Test 2 - Active

1 la danse

dancing

1

I like

J'aime

2 l'athlétisme

athletics

2

I do not like

Je n'aime pas

3 la gymnastique

gymnastics

3

I prefer

Je préfère

4 le cyclisme

cycling

4

basketball

le basket

5 le VTT

mountain biking

5

tennis

le tennis

6 la natation

swimming

6

cycling

le cyclisme

7

gymnastics

la gymnastique

swimming

la natation

mountain biking

le VTT

we like

on aime

what I like (it) is

ce que j'aime, c'est

7 Ce que j’aime, c’est…. What I like, it is
Ce que je n’aime pas,

8 c’est…
Ce que je préfère,

9 c’est
10 mon ami adore
11
12

What I prefer, it is
my (m) friend loves

la musculation

weightlifting

l'escalade

climbing

13 la voile
14

What I don't like, it is

sailing

l'équitation

horse riding

15 Ce qui me plaît, c'est what pleases me is

8
9
10
11
12
13

what I don't like
(it) is
fortunately

heureusement

14

it goes without
saying that

Ça va sans dire que

15

according to him

selon lui

Test 3 – Passive
1

ce que je n'aime pas c'est

Test 4 - Active

Je joue au foot

I play football

1

Je fais du VTT

I do some mountain
biking

2

3

Il joue au basket

he plays basketball

4

Elle fait de la natation

5

In my opinion

À mon avis

it's

c'est

3

it's not

ce n'est pas

she does some swimming

4

boring

ennuyeux

J'aime jouer au golf

I like to play golf

5

fantastic

fantastique

6

Je n'aime pas jouer au
rugby

I don't like to play rugby

sporty

sportif

7

On joue au tennis

we play tennis

active

actif

8

On fait de la
gymnastique

We do some gymnastics

difficult

difficile

9

Ce que je n'aime pas jouer What I don't like to play, it
c'est
is..

9

easy

facile

10

it will be

ce sera

it would be

ce serait

it can be

ça peut être

a little hard

un peu dur

really tiring

vraiment fatigant

2

10 Le week-end, on joue
11 nous faisons de
l'escalade

12
13

At the weekend, we play
we do some climbing

ils font de l'équitation

they do some horse
riding

vous faites de la voile

you do some sailing

14 elles font de la
musculation

15 malheureusement

they (f.) do weightlifting
unfortunately

6
7
8

11
12
13
14
15

a waste of time une perte de temps

Test 5 - Passive

Test 6 - Passive

1 Personnellement

Personally

1

je vais

I go / I'm going

2 Selon moi

According to me

2

tu vas

you go / you're going

3 Je pense que

I think that

3

il va

he goes / he's going

4 c'est ennuyeux

it is boring

4

il joue

he plays

5 ce n'est pas facile

it is not easy

5

elle fait

she does

6 selon elle

according to her

6

elle va faire

she's going to do

7 selon lui

according to him

7

tu vas jouer ?

you're going to play?

8 c'est plus

it is more

8

elle va jouer

she's going to play

9 ce sera difficile

It will be difficult

9

on va jouer

we're going to play

10 D’après moi

In my opinion

10

on joue

we play

11 D’une part

On the one hand

11

nous allons

we go / we're going

12 D’autre part

On the other hand

12

ils vont

they go / they're going

En revanche

On the other hand

13

vous jouez aux
Do you play chess?
échecs ?
elles font du
they (f.) do mountain biking
VTT

13

si on me demandait
If I was asked my opinion
14 mon avis

15

je dirais que

I would say that

14
15

ils jouent aux
cartes

Test 7 - Passive

they play cards

Test 8 - Active

1

je suis

I am

1

In the future

dans le futur

2

je vais aller

I'm going to go

2

I'm going to play

je vais jouer

3

au parc

to the park

3

I'm going to do

je vais faire

4

au centre de loisirs

to the leisure centre

4

I'm going to eat

je vais manger

5

tu es

you are (sing.)

5

I'm going to go

je vais aller

6

on va aller

we're going to go

6

it will be

ce sera

7

au cinéma

to the cinema

7

healthy

sain

8

à la piscine

to the swimming pool

8

tiring

fatigant

9

à la patinoire

to the ice rink

9

next weekend

le weekend prochain

he's going to play football

10

next week

la semaine prochaine

you can
before

11
12
13

a little interesting
really funny

un peu intéressant
vraiment amusant

too boring

trop ennuyeux

quite rubbish

assez nul

absolutely perfect

absolument parfait

10 il va jouer au foot
11 on peut
12 avant de
13 faire de la

do some hiking
randonnée
14 on pourrait faire de
you could do sailing
la voile
15 je veux faire de la
I want to box
boxe

14
15

Test 9 - Passive

Test 10 - Active

1 Normalement

Normally

1

To keep in shape

Pour rester en forme

2 Je vais au cinéma

I go to the cinema

2

You must

il faut

3 Dans le futur

In the future

3

to play

jouer

to do / make

faire

to eat

manger

We must

on doit

to drink

boire

8

I'm going to

je vais

9

He/she goes / is
going

il/elle/on va

Je voudrais aller à la I would like to go to the
pool

4

4 piscine

5 Je vais aller au parc
je vais faire de la

6 voile

I'm going to go to the park
I'm going to do sailing

Je vais aller à la
7 pêche

I am going to go fishing

8 souvent

often

9

rarement
Je joue à des jeux

10 vidéos

rarely
I play video games

5
6
7

10

I'm going to play on the
computer

11

11 l’ordinateur
12 A l'avenir

In the future

12

Je vais jouer à

13

j'aimerais lire

I would like to read

Je voudrais faire des I would like to make
purchases

13
14

14 achats

15 Ça va sans dire que It goes without saying that

15

we go / we are going on va
We should

on devrait

do more sport

faire plus de sport

We must not

il ne faut pas

more healthy than

plus sain que

less healthy than

moins sain que

UNIT 2 H – Home and Town
Test 1 – Passive

Test 2 - Passive

1 Au rez-de-chaussée on the ground floor

1

c'est

it is

2 Au premier étage

on the first floor

2

plus

more

3 A la cave

in the cellar

3

moins

less

4

près des
commerces

close to the shops

4

on a

we have

5 cinq pièces

five rooms

5

bruyant

noisy

6 un salon

a living room

6

meilleur

better (more good)

7 une salle à manger

a dining room

7

douillet

cosy

8 une cuisine

a kitchen

8

démodé

old-fashioned

9 le sous-sol

the basement

9

paisible

peaceful

10 le grenier

the attic

10 (le) pire
11 le plus

une maison

a terraced house

11 mitoyenne
une maison

a detached house

12 individuelle
13
14

une maison jumelée a semi-detached house
c'est plus grand

it's bigger

15 c'est moins spacieux it's less spacious

2

lively, animated

Animé

however

Cependant

the most comfortable

confortable
12 le moins
bruyant
13 un avantage
c'est que

the least noisy
an advantage is that

14 un inconvénient
c'est que

15 tristement

Test 3 – Active
1

(the worst) worse

a disadvantage is that
sadly

Test 4 - Passive
1
2

Ce que j’aime,
c’est….
Ce que je n’aime
pas, c’est…

What I like, it is
What I don't like, it is

3 clean
4 dirty

Propre

3

les commerces

Sale

4

Ça va sans dire que It goes without saying that

5 expensive
6 cheap

Cher

5

il y a

there is / there are

pas cher

6

on a

we have

7 peaceful
Paisible
8 there are more jobs il y a plus d'emplois
9 noisy
Bruyant

7

une salle de bains

a bathroom

8

une cave

a cellar

9

un salon

a living room

10 there are no jobs
11 I find that

Il n’y a pas d’emplois

10 une chambre
11 ce qui me plait

12 Unfortunately
13

malheureusement

je trouve que

there are fewer trees il y a moins d'arbres

14

it's the most clean

15 it's the least
expensive

c'est le plus propre
c'est le moins cher

the shops

a (bed)room
what pleases me

12 ce qui me déplait what displeases me
13 c'est le deuxième
étage

14 il y a beaucoup de

it's the 2nd floor

there are lots of parks
parcs
15 il y a peu d'espaces
there are few green spaces
verts

Test 5 - Active
Personnellement

In my opinion

D’après moi

À mon avis

2

I find that

Je trouve que

Si on me demandait mon
avis,

3

To my eyes

A mes yeux

4

According to
him

Selon lui

1 Personally
2 In my opinion
If I was asked my

3 opinion
4

Test 6 - Active
1

I would say that

je dirais que

5 it is

c'est

5

my part of town mon quartier

6 more

plus

6

the most

le plus

moins

7

the least

le moins

8 noisy

bruyant

8

expensive

cher

9 better (more good)

meilleur

9

peaceful

paisible

7 less

10 than

que

11 When I had 10 years

quand j'avais 10 ans

12 I used to live
13
14
15

j'habitais

in the countryside

à la campagne

it was

propre

12 I have lived
13 in Paris, in

j'ai habité

d'abord

à Paris, en France

France
14 If I had the
choice

c'était

really peaceful

10 clean
11 first

Si j'avais le choix

15 I would like to

vraiment calme

live

Test 7 - Passive

je voudrais habiter

Test 8 - Active

1

où se trouve…

where does… find itself

1

I live

J'habite

2

la gare

the station

2

I have lived

j'ai habité

3

c'est

it is

3

I would like to live

je voudrais habiter

4

à droite

on the right

4

in the countryside

à la campagne

5

à gauche

on the left

5

by the sea

au bord de la mer

6

tout droit

straight on

6

in the north

dans le nord

7

à côté de

next to

7

in the south

dans le sud

8

Montez la rue

go up the street

8

in the east

dans l’est

9

Descendez la rue

go down the street

9

in the west

dans l’ouest

down / up (there)

10

here

ici

you can
to do shopping

11
12
13

in front
near to

devant
près de

far from

loin de

everywhere

partout

behind

derrière

10 en bas / en haut
11 on peut
12 faire les magasins
13 visiter l'église
14

on pourrait

15 faire de la
randonnée

to visit the church
you could
do some hiking

14
15

Test 9 - Passive
1

où est…

where is….

Test 10 - Passive
1

je pense que ma ville
I think that my town is
est

2

en banlieue

in the suburbs

au centre-ville

in the town centre
in the countryside

2 je cherche

I am looking for (I search)

le parc / le jardin
3 public

the park

4 les magasins

the shops

4

à la campagne

5 le musée

the museum

5

Ma mère pense que My mother thinks that

6 le stade

the stadium

6

c'est plus animé

it is more lively

7 la piscine

the swimming pool

7

c'est moins propre

it is less clean

8 le centre-ville

the town centre

8

c'est meilleur

it is better (good)

9 l’église

the church

9

c'est moins calme

it's less peaceful

10 on cherche

we are looking for

11 c'est pas loin

it's not far

10 que Londres
11 loin de

c'est un peu

it's a bit complicated

12 compliqué
13
14
15

d'abord il faut

first, you must

ensuite tu vas

then, you go

enfin tu tournes

finally you turn

3

12
13
14

than London
far from

proche de

close to

est lointain

is far-off / is distant

nulle part

nowhere

15 partout dans le
monde

Test 11 - Passive

everywhere in the world

Test 12 - Passive

1

Personnellement

Personally

1

où est

where is

2

j'adore ma ville

I love my town

2

je cherche

I am looking for (I search)

3

la gare

the station

3

où se trouve…

where does… find itself

4

la gare-routière

the bus station

4

l'église

the church

5

le syndicat d’initiative the tourist information

5

la bijouterie

the jewellers

6
7

le commissariat

the police station

la patisserie

the cake shop

le marché

the market

6
7

la confiserie

the sweet shop

8

la boulangerie

the bakery

8

je veux

I want

the butchers
the deli

9
10
11

acheter
porter

12
13

une chemise à pois
une robe bleue en
soie
un pantalon noir en
cuir
une jupe verte

to buy
to wear
we are looking for (we
search)
a spotty shirt

9 la boucherie
10 la charcuterie
11

est plus cher que

is more expensive than

12 est moins animé que is less lively than
13 est beaucoup plus
bruyant
14 est un peu moins
propre
15 se trouve près de

is a lot more noisy
is a bit less clean
is located close to

14
15

nous cherchons

a blue silk dress
black leather trousers
a green skirt

Structure of the Earth
1. Crust

Solid layer on the outside of the Earth (35km thick)

2. Mantle

Molten (melted) rock layer found below the crust
(2900km thick)

3. Core

Layer of metal found at the centre of the Earth,
around 6000oC

Key Terms
4. Tectonic plate

Large sections of the Earth’s crust

5. Oceanic plate

Dense crust found under the oceans

6. Continental
plate

Lighter crust found under the continents

7. Plate
boundary

The point where two tectonic plates meet

8. Convection
currents

The circular movement of magma in the
mantle due to heat from core

Two tectonic plates move towards each
other creating volcanoes and earthquakes

10. Collision
Boundary

Two continental plates move towards each
other creating fold mountains and
earthquakes

11. Constructive
Boundary

Two tectonic plates move away from each
other creating volcanoes and earthquakes.

12. Conservative
Boundary

Two tectonic plates slide past each other
creating earthquakes.

Happen immediately:
• Buildings destroyed
• People injured or killed
• Ports, roads and railways damaged
• Pipes (water and gas) and electricity cables
broken

Earthquake

A shaking of the Earth’s crust
due to the release of pressure
along a plate boundary

18. Primary
effects

13. Seismic
waves

The energy released from an
earthquake

19. Secondary
effects

14. Focus

The point where the energy is
released.

15. Epicentre

The point directly above the focus on
the Earth’s surface

Happen as a result of primary effects and
happen later:
• Business reduced as money spent repairing
property
• Blocked transport hinders emergency
services.
• Broken gas pipes cause fire
• Broken water pipes lead to a lack of fresh
water

20. Short term
effects

Effects that last up to a few days or weeks e.g.
lack of electricity

21. Long term
effects

Effects that can last months or years e.g. loss of
income due to decline in tourism industry

Plate Boundaries – where 2 plates meet
9. Destructive
boundary

Effects of earthquakes

Year 9 Geography – Can people survive in
earthquake zones?

Reducing the impact of earthquakes
Seismometer

22. Prediction

An instrument used to measure
the amount of ground
23. Earthquake proof
vibrations.
buildings

16. Richter
Scale

A measurement of the energy
released by an earthquake

17. Mercalli
Scale

A measurement of the impact of an
earthquake

Estimating where and when it will occur
A building designed to withstand
earthquakes

24. Emergency Kit

A supply kit of basic food, first aid, torches
and other essential to help survive a
hazard

25. Preparation

A strategy to raise public awareness of a
hazard e.g. education and emergency
drills

Land use in the UK
1. Metropolis

Year 9 Geography – Are cities getting too big?

An area with a high population. The
suburbs of an area are made up of towns.
An example being Greater London

10. Population

A large population, many important
council buildings are located here

The number of people living permanently in
a particular place

11. Urbanisation

These settlements can come in all
different sizes. Holds a weekly market

The increasing proportion of people who live
in cities

12. Mega cities

A city with a population over 10 million

4. Village

Small population and only has one or two
shops

13. World cities

5. Industrial

Land that is used for factories

A city with major global companies such as
banks. (London)

6. Retail

Land used for shopping, E.g. Fosse Park

7.
Commercial

2. City
3. Town

Key Terms

Birmingham – UK
24. Growth

The city of Birmingham grew significantly due
to its industrial jobs, better housing and
waterways connecting cities

25.
Challenges

Birmingham is currently facing a housing crisis
and air pollution issues

26. Future

Birmingham is trying very hard to become a
sustainable city through buildings, roads and
housing

Abidjan- Ivory Coast

14. Migration

The movement of people from one place to
another

27. Growth

Abidjan has seen a significant growth due to
Rural-urban migration from the poor north

Land used for business other than retail

15.
Industrialisation

The development of jobs within a city or
region. For the East Midlands the
development of factories in the area

28.
Challenges

Due to the significant growth in the city many
slums have arisen

8.
Recreational

Land used for entertainment and leisure,
E.g. Meridian park

16. Settlement

A place that has been inhabited by humans

29. Future

Managing the slums and increasing peoples
quality of life in the slums

9. Residential

Land used for homes.

17. Rural

Countryside

18. Urban

Towns and cities

19. Rural-urban
migration

The movement of people from the
countryside to the city

30. Slums

An over crowded area, lack of basic services
and residents have no money to move away

20. Import

When goods are brought into a country

31. Social

21. Export

When goods are sent to a different country

Many people in slums face social challenges
• Low life expectancy
• High spread of diseases

22. Quality of
life

The standard of health, comfort and
happiness experienced by an individual or
group

32. Economic

•
•

33.
Environmental

• rubbish is not collected so lots of ground
can be infertile.
• Waterways are often polluted killing flora
and fauna

23. Urban
sprawl

Land use in the UK

The spreading of urban developments (such
as houses and shopping centres) on
undeveloped land near a city

Slums

Limited jobs available
Limited education available

HW1: Raga Bharaivi – Vilayat Khan
Link: Demonstration of improvisation, how this can be used in Fusion (GCSE Set Topic)

HW2: Tabla Solo: Zakir Hussain
Link: Use of rhythm to create and develop an improvisation – structure (GCSE musical elements).

HW3: Raga Kirvani – Shivkumar Sharma
Link: Use of scale and melody to create a mood and express a theme.

HW4: Raga Bhimpalasi – Hariprasad Chaurasia
Link: Use of timbre to create a mood and express musical meaning.

HW5: Monteray Pop – Ravi Shankar
Link: Development of melody throughout an improvisation (musical element)

HW 1

Raga

An Indian music scale with lots of information about how to move between notes.

HW 2

Drone

A continued and repeated pitch or group of pitches. Provides the background to
Indian music and lots of other styles, including film music.

HW 3

Tala

The word for a rhythmic cycle in Indian music. Eg. Teentaal, a cycle of 16 beats.

HW 3

Structure

The layout of the music – eg. Intro, verse, chorus.

HW 4

Improvisation

Creating your own tunes or music on the spot. Usually using a scale or existing
melody to help create your own.

HW 4

Pitch

How high or low a note is, or how high or low a group of notes are.

HW 5

Dynamics

Loud or soft in music. Forte (F, Loud), Piano (P, quiet), Fortissimo, Pianissimo etc.

HW 5

Tempo

The speed of a piece of music. Could be in BPM (Beats Per Minute) or tempo
marking eg. Allegro (fast, 125-150bpm), Adagio (slow, 66-76bpm).

History Unit 1: How did people gain the vote in Britain?
Key Words
1

Suffrage

The right to vote in political elections

2

Suffragist

Campaigners who were not violent

3

Suffragettes

Campaigners who used militant tactics

4

Militant

The use of violence as a tactic

5

Chartists

Social reformers who wanted to improve
working and living conditions for the
working class in the 19th century

6

Revolution

A sharp and sudden change in the way a
country is run or how society operates

7

Class
system

British society had three social classes that
had different ways of living and different
amounts of wealth; upper class, middle
class and working class

8

9

10

Upper Class

Middle Class

Working
Class

The landed gentry whose families have had
lands and titles for generations. These are
the richest people and the men in this class
have always had the right to vote
Wealthier people who usually have access
to the vote – the men anyway! These
people felt they were the moral compass
of the country. Examples of middle class
professions are doctors, solicitors and the
clergy
Most people would consider themselves
working class in the 19th century.
Labourers, servants etc. these people did
not have access to the vote

11. The Peterloo Massacre, 1819
In August 1819, a large crowd gathered for a meeting in an area of Manchester called St. Peter’s Field. At the time, only a small number of
rich men could vote and most ordinary people thought this was unfair. Thousands of families came and people held banners that said
‘votes for all’. There were so many people that things got out of hand and soldiers were sent in by the government to stop the protest.
Soldiers on horseback, armed with swords rode into the crowd. In the violence that followed 400 people were injured and 11 were killed.
The youngest victim was a baby who was knocked out of their mother’s arms and trampled by a horse.

12. The Great Reform Act, 1832
By 1832 the government was worried that if they did not extend the number of men who could vote, there could be riots and even a
revolution. The number of people allowed to vote was extended from 450,000 to 800,000. Big cities like Manchester and Birmingham had
their own MP for the first time. After the Act, voting was still not done in secret, so you would have to vote for your local, powerful lord.
You still had to own property to vote, which most people did not. The act meant that only 1 in 5 men could vote and no women! It was a
huge disappointment and lead to the creation of a group called the Chartists in 1836.

13. The Start of Militancy by the Suffragettes
Women had been campaigning to get the vote for a very long
time, but as so many men were still unable to vote, there was not
much popular support for the issue. In the 1860s, a group of
people who believed women should have the vote, including John
Stuart Mill (a philosopher) set up the Manchester Society for
Women’s Suffrage. The secretary, Lydia Becker wrote letters to the
Prime Minister. It soon became a national movement. In 1897 the
National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies (NUWSS), lead by
Millicent Fawcett, campaigned for women’s suffrage. By 1903
there were more than 500 branches and over 100,000 members,
but the government still did not listen. A group of women said
that if they wanted men to listen, they would have to act like men
and wage war against the government. These women, led by
Emmeline Pankhurst, set up the Women’s Social and Political
Union (WSPU), which was more popularly known as the
Suffragettes.

14. The six demands of the Chartists:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Every man over the age of 21 should have the vote
Voting should be done in secret (secret ballot)
Anyone should be allowed to become an MP
MPs should be paid. This meant ordinary people
could do it
Voting districts should have an equal number of
voters
There should be an election every year

15. Militant Acts:
Setting fire to post boxes, spitting at policeman, chaining
themselves to railings, interrupting speeches.
First Suffragette Act: Annie Kenney and Christabel
Pankhurst kept interrupting a Liberal MP’s speech at a
meeting. When forced to leave by the police, Christabel
spat at a police officer
Most Violent: Bombing David Lloyd George (PM)’s summer
house (even though no one was there)

History Unit 2: What did the Civil Rights Movement achieve?
Definitions

Key Terms
1

Racism

2

Segregation

3

Integration

4

Civil Rights

5

Lynching

6

Equality

7

Non Violent Protest

8

Freedom

9

Supreme Court

10

Literacy Test

11

De Jure

12

De Facto

13

1865
Slavery Abolished

1870s
Jim Crow Laws
Introduced

Organisations involved in the Civil Rights Movement

15. From Slavery to Segregation and Discrimination

19

Slavery did not end in the US until 1865- after the
American Civil War. However black Americans were not
Dividing people by race in schools, transport, cinemas or made free and equal by the abolition of slavery. Black
anywhere where people gather together.
Americans continued to be treated like second class
citizens. Many states, particularly in the South, chose to
Joining two different groups of people together, such as
persecute black people and limit their rights. They passed
mixing white and black Americans.
what became known as ‘Jim Crow Laws’ designed to
The belief that citizens have the right to political and
segregate blacks and whites in daily life. These
social freedom and equality.
‘segregation laws’ meant that black people were forced
Murder of African-Americans, sometimes in public, for
to live separately from white people. They were given
violating racial codes operating in the southern states.
separate seats on buses and cinemas. Public benches,
People being treated equal, especially in status, rights, or
toilets and water fountains were labelled for use by
opportunities.
‘white’ people or ‘coloured’ people. In many Southern
The use of peaceful means, not force, to bring about
states it was hard for black people to vote.
Racism is the belief that a particular race is inferior to
another leading to them being treated differently.

The Ku Klux
Klan

The National Association for the
Advancement of Coloured People

The Black Panthers

The Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee

political or social change.

Year

The power or right to act, speak, or think as one wants.
Highest court of law in the United States

16

1877

By law

17

1964

The way things actuall are

18

1965

Very complex tests which African-Americans were forced
to pass in order to register to vote.

1915
The Ku Klux Klan
Gain widespread support.

1955
Rosa Parks was
arrested
1954
Brown Vs Board

1955
The murder of
Emmett Till

1957
The Little Rock Nine

1960
Greensboro
Sit ins

Important Laws
Jim Crow laws were state and local laws that enforced racial segregation in the Southern
United States. As a result schools, public transportation, restrooms, restaurants, and
drinking fountains were segregated for whites and blacks
Civil Rights Act of 1964 stopped the discrimination based on race, religion, colour, sex
or national origin by any federal or state government. All people are to be treated
equally.
The Voting Rights Act of 1965 made it much easier for people to vote regardless of race
or religion and removed literacy tests.
1964
1963
MLK ‘I have a Civil Rights
Act
dream’
1963
JFK
assassinated

1965
Malcolm X
assassinated

1965
Voting
Rights Act

1968
Martin Luther King
Assassinated

14

HW 1: Beethoven: 1st Movement from Piano Sonata no. 8
in C minor ‘Pathétique’.
Link: Extended listening for GCSE Set Works.

HW 2: J S Bach: 3rd Movement from Brandenburg
Concerto no. 5
Link: GCSE Set Work.

HW 3: Pachelbel: Canon in D
Link: Musical elements - structure, harmony, texture.

HW 1

Call and
response

A musical question and answer. Often used in African music or to create a
composition.

HW 1

Repetition

Repeating a section of music, playing a part of the tune more than once.

HW 1

Pitch

How high or low a sound is, for example, high pitched or low pitched.

HW 2

Treble clef

High pitched notes. To remember the notes: notes on the lines ‘Every Good Boy
Deserves Football’ and ‘notes in a space spell F A C E.’

HW 2

Bass clef

Low pitched notes. To remember the notes: notes on the lines ‘Good Boys
Deserve Football Always’ and notes in the spaces ‘All Cows Eat Grass.’

HW 2

Octave

A set of 8 notes or 2 notes that are 8 musical steps apart.

HW 3

Composition

Creating your own music.

HW 3

Improvisation

Making up your own music using the notes of a scale.

HW 3 Pizzicato

A type of articulation – plucking strings rather than bowing them.

HW 4 Instrumentation

The different musical forces that produce sounds in a piece of music. Includes
voices as well as Strings, Woodwind, Brass, Percussion, Rock/Pop or Synth sounds.

HW 4 Sonata

A composition for an instrumental soloist, often with a piano accompaniment,
typically in several movements with one or more in sonata form.

HW 4 Concerto

A musical composition for a solo instrument or instruments accompanied by an
orchestra, especially one conceived on a relatively large scale.

HW 5 Dynamics

Loud or soft in music. Forte (F, Loud), Piano (P, quiet), Fortissimo, Pianissimo etc.

HW 5 Texture

Examples: Call & Response, Unison, Thick/Thin, Simple/Complex, Parallel/contrary
motion

HW 5 Tempo

The speed of a piece of music. Could be in BPM (Beats Per Minute) or tempo
marking eg. Allegro (fast, 125-150bpm), Adagio (slow, 66-76bpm).

9

1
1

GCSE/OCR/Health Theoretical Knowledge – Joints of the body
Type of joint

Location in the body

Movements possible

1 Hinge

Knee, ankle, elbow

Flexion
Extension
Plantarflexion (ankle only)
Dorsiflexion (ankle only)

2 Ball and socket

Shoulder, hip

Rotation, circumduction, abduction, adduction, flexion, extension

2

8

GCSE/OCR/Health Theoretical Knowledge – Movements of the body

3

Movement

Description

Joints where the
movement is possible

Sport example

Flexion

When the angle of the bones at a joint decreases

Shoulder, hip, knee,
elbow

Flexion at the knee occurs to get the standing foot in the
correct position to kick a football

4

Extension

When the angle of the bones at a joint increases

Shoulder , hip, knee,
elbow

Full extension occurs at the knee of the kicking leg as it is
making contact with the ball when kicking a conversion.

5

Rotation

A circular movement where part of the body turns
while the rest remains still

Shoulder, hip

The shoulder joint when performing the butterfly stroke
whilst swimming

6

Abduction

A movement of the limb away from the midline of
the body

Shoulder, hip

When performing a star jump, the outward movement of
the arms and legs at the shoulders and hips

7

Adduction

A movement of the limb towards the midline of the
body

Shoulder , hip

When performing a star jump, the inward phase of the
arms and legs at the shoulders and hips

8

Plantarflexion

Takes place at the ankle joint when the foot flexes
downwards

Ankle

When a basketballer jumps as high as possible to get the
rebound, plantarflexion occurs at the ankle.

9

Dorsiflexion

Takes place at the ankle joint when the foot flexes
upwards

Ankle

The angle of the ankle joint decreases on the downward
phase of a squat.

1
0

Circumduction

movement of a limb in a circular manner which
combines abduction, adduction, flexion and
extension together.

Shoulder

The shoulder joint when bowling a ball in cricket

7
6

1

4

5
3

6

5

Key Term:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Monotheism

Omnibenevolent

Omnipotent

Omniscient

Transcendent

Definition:

Belief in one God. E.g.
Islam,
Judaism and Christianity.
The belief that God is all
loving. E.g. sent Jesus to
us.
The belief that God is all
powerful. E.g. creation.
The belief that God is all
knowing.
The belief that God is
above everything. Beyond
human.

Immanence

The belief that God is
everywhere and within us
all

Incarnation

God in human form
(Jesus) ( God in the flesh)

The Trinity

The three ‘persons’ of
God. Father, son and Holy
spirit.

The Apostles
Creed

A statement of Christian
belief.

Atheist

A person who does not
believe in God.

1. Christianity Beliefs – Year 9
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Key term

Definition

21

Free will

The ability to make your
own choice.

Key term

Definition

Theist

A person who believes in the
existence of God.

22

Crucifixion

A person who believes that
the existence of God is an
unknown

An ancient form of
execution. A person is
nailed to a cross. E.g..
Jesus

23

Resurrection

A type of Christian. The Bible
is written about God, story’s
to help us to understand.

The rising of Christ from
the dead.

24

Eucharist

A type of Christian. The Bible
is the word of God, it
contains facts.

Ceremony / sacrament
that remembers the last
supper (bread & wine)

25

Salvation

Deliverance for sin and its
consequences.

26

Ascension

The rising of Jesus to
heaven 40 days after his
resurrection.

27

Atonement

The act of making
amends, God and
mankind through Jesus.

28

Heaven

Modern view: to be in
God’s presence, a state of
pure beauty & kindness

29

Hell

Modern view: to be
without God in a constant
state of torment, cut off
from all that is good and
loving.

30

Purgatory

A state after death where
people are ‘purified’
ready to enter heaven.

Agnostic

Liberal

Literal

Interpretation
Genesis 1

Genesis 2

Genesis 3

19

Creation

20

Original sin

The action of explaining the
meaning of something.
The 1st book of the Old
Testament of the Bible. 7 day
creation story.
The 2nd book of the Old
Testament of the Bible.
Adam & Eve
The 3rd book of the Old
Testament of the Bible.
Original sin.
How the universe was made.
The first sin, Adam & Eve
disobeyed God and ate the
apple from the tree of
knowledge

B1: Cell Biology Part 2
7. Transport in cells

Keywords

Definition

Examples

Diffusion

The passive movement of a substance from an areas of high
concentration to an area of low concentration

•
•

Oxygen and carbon dioxide in the lungs
Perfume in a room

Osmosis

The movement of water molecules across a partially permeable
membrane from a less concentrated solution to a more concentrated
solution.

•
•

Water uptake in plants
Water absorption in the intestine

Active transport

Movement of a substance from a lower concentration to a higher
concentration, against the concentration gradient. Uses energy.

•
•

Mineral absorption by roots
Glucose absorption by the intestine

Surface area to
volume ratio

The surface area divided by the volume expressed as a ratio

All high
• Unicellular organisms
• Alveoli in the lungs
• Villi in the intestines

8. Factors that effect the rate of diffusion/osmosis
Speed up

Slow down

High concentration gradient
High temperature
High surface area of membrane
Low concentration gradient
Low temperature
Low surface area of membrane

C1: Atomic structure Part 1
1. Keywords

3. Using the periodic table

2. Properties of sub-atomic particles
Particle

Relative
mass

Relative
charge

Location

Number
of..

Is the…

Found by..

Proton

1

+1

Nucleus

Protons

Neutron

1

0

Nucleus

Atomic (proton)
number

Smaller
number on
periodic table

Electron

0

-1

Shells

Electrons

Atomic (proton)
number

Smaller
number on
periodic table

Neutrons

Difference
between the
atomic mass and
atomic number

Big number –
small number

1. Atom

The smallest possible piece of an element. Has a
radius of 0.1nm (or 1x10-10m)

2. Element

A substance in which all the atoms have the
same atomic number

3. Isotope

Atoms with the same number of protons but
different numbers of neutrons

4. Molecule

Two or more atoms bonded together

5. Compound

Two or more different atoms bonded together

1.

6. Mixture

At least two different elements or compounds
together. Can be separated easily

Always fill from the inside to the
outside

2.

The first shell can only hold 2
electrons

3.

The second and third can hold 8

4. Electron arrangement rules

7. Nucleus

The centre of an atom. Contains protons and
neutrons

8. Proton

A positively charged particle found in the
nucleus

9. Neutron

A neutral particle found in the nucleus.
Has no charge

10. Electron

A negatively charged particle found in energy
levels (shells) around the nucleus

10
9
8
7

5. History of the atom
Discovery

By

Model

Diagram

Solid particle
called atom

John Dalton

Particle: solid spheres

1

The electron

JJ Thompson

Plum pudding: positive ‘cake’ with
negative ‘plums’

2

Nucleus

Rutherford

Nuclear: Positive nucleus surrounded by
electrons

3

Neutron

James Chadwick

Nuclear: Now with protons and neutrons
in nucleus

3

Energy levels
(shells)

Niels Bohr

Planetary: Electrons now ‘orbit’ in
different shells

4

1.

2.

3.

4.

6. Common separation techniques
1. Chromatography
Used to separate a mixture of dyes in ink.
2. Filtration
Used to separate insoluble solids from liquids (e.g. sand from water).
3. Evaporation
Used to separate a soluble salt from solution. The solution is heated strongly in an evaporating basin until dry crystals are left.
4. Crystallisation
Used to separate a soluble salt from solution. The solution is heated gently in an evaporating basin until crystals form; the remaining liquid is filtered out.
5. Simple distillation
Is used to separate a liquid from a solution – e.g. water from ink. A condenser is used to cool hot gas until it forms a liquid.
6. Fractional distillation
Used to separate a mixture of liquids with different boiling points.

B1: Cell Biology Part 1
1. Cell structure

2. Specialised cells
Keywords
4.
3.

1. Eukaryotic

A complex cell with a
nucleus (e.g. animal or
plant cells).

2. Prokaryotic

A smaller cell without a
nucleus (e.g. bacterial
cell).

6.
7.
5.

8.

9.

10.

8.
5.
12.
11.

Keywords

3. Nucleus

Contains genetic
material.

4. Cytoplasm

Where a cells chemical
reactions happen.

5. Cell
membrane

Controls what goes into
and out of a cell.

6. Ribosome

Part of a cell where
proteins are made.

7.
Mitochondria

Where aerobic
respiration takes place.

8. Cell wall

Only found in plant cells.
Made of cellulose and
supports the cell.

9. Vacuole

Only found in plant cells.
Contains cell sap.

10.
Chloroplasts

Only found in plant cells.
Where photosynthesis
takes place.

11. Plasmid

Only found in bacterial
cells. A small loop of
DNA.

12. Genetic
material

Long strands of genes
not tightly pack in a
nucleus.

Differentiation

A stem cell turning into a specialised
cell

Stem cell

A special type of cell which can turn
into other specialised cells

Adult stem cells

Can only produce certain types of
cell -found in bone marrow

Embryonic stem
cells

Can produce all types of cells controversial

Meristems

Where plant stem cells are found

Sperm cells

Take male DNA to the egg
• Tail to help it swim
• Lots of mitochondria for energy

Nerve cells

Carry electrical signals around the
body
• Long to cover long distances
• Branches to connect to other
cells

Muscle Cells

Muscle cells contract
• Long so have space to contract
• Lots of mitochondria for energy

Root hair
cells

Root hair cells absorb water and
minerals
• Long hairs
• Big surface area for absorption

Phloem Cells

Phloem cells transport sugars
(plants)
• Long tube joined end to end

Xylem cells

Xylem cells transport water (plants)
• Long tubes joined end to end
• Hollow so water can flow
through

3. Comparing types of microscope

4. Calculating magnification

Type of
microscope

Advantages

Disadvantages

Light microscope

1.
2.
3.

Cheaper
Can see colours
Can see live specimen

1.

Lower magnification

Electron
microscope

1.
2.

Expensive
Higher magnification (x1000 more)

1.

Can only see dead
specimen
No colour

2.

6. Stages of mitosis
1.

5. Cell division

2.

The nucleus dissolves and
the copied chromosomes
pair up

3.

The chromosomes are
pulled to opposite sides of
the cell

Keywords
Chromosomes

Long strands of DNA containing genes. Found in 23
pairs in a human

Cell cycle

The process the cell goes through to divide

Mitosis

A type of cell division that creates 2 identical
daughter cells

Therapeutic
cloning

Using an embryo create to have the same genes
as the patient. Controversial

The cell grows and copies
all its DNA, mitochondria
and ribosomes

1.

2.
3.

4.

The cytoplasm and cell
membrane divides
making two identical cells

4.

cytoplasm

site of chemical
reactions in the cell

gel like substance containing
enzymes to catalyse the reactions

1

nucleus

contains genetic
material

controls the activities of the cell
and codes fro proteins

2

semi permeable

controls the movement of
substances in and out of the cell

3

site of protein
synthesis

mRNA is translated to an amino
acid chain

4

site of respiration

where energy is released for the
cell to function

5

cell membrane
ribosome
mitochondrion

animal cell
Eukaryotes complex
organisms

site of
photosynthesis

specialised animal cells

16
Chloroplast

supports and strengthens the
cell
contains chlorophyll, absorbs
light energy

how a cell changes and becomes specialised
Undifferentiated call are called STEM cells

Cell differentiation

animal cell differentiation

plant cell differentiation

early stages of
development
only for repair and
replacement

all stages of life cycle the
stem cells are grouped
together in meristems

Microscopy

magnification M = size of image I
real size of the object A

specialised plant cells

made of cellulose

keeps cell turgid, contains
sugars and salts in solution

Specialised cells

15
cell wall

gel like substance containing
enzymes to catalyse the
reactions

6

bacterial DNA

not in nucleus
floats in the
cytoplasm

controls the function of the cell

7

cell wall

NOT made of
cellulose

supports and strengthens the
cell

8

plasmid

small rings of DNA

contain additional genes

9

cytoplasm

semi permeable

controls the movement of
substances in and out of the cell

10

Prokaryotes simpler
organisms

contains all the parts of animal cells plus extras
contains cell sap

site of chemical
reactions in the cell

AQA
Cell Structure

plant cell

14
permanent
vacuole

cell
membrane

11
nerve

carry
electrical
signals

long branched connections and
insulating sheath

fertilise an
egg

streamlined with a long tail
acrosome containing enzymes
large number of mitochondria

contract to
allow
movement

contains a large number of
mitochondria
long

17
root hair

absorb water
and minerals
from soil

hair like projections to increase the
surface area

18
Xylem

carry water
and minerals

19
Phloem

carry glucose

12
sperm
13
muscle

TRANSPIRATION - dead cells
cell walls toughened by lignin
flows in one direction
TRANSLOCATION - living cells cells
have end plates with holes
flows in both directions

PREFIXES
eyepiece lens

Feature

Light (optical) microscope

Electron microscope

20

Radiation used

Light rays

Electron beams

21

Max magnification

~ 1500 times

~ 2 000 000 times

22

Resolution

200nm

0.2nm

23

Size of microscope

Small and portable

Very large and not portable

24

Cost

~£100 for a school one

Several £100,000 to £1
million plus

Prefix

Multiple

Standard
form

25

centi (cm)

1 cm = 0.01 m

x 10 -2

26

milli (mm)

1 mm = 0.001 m

x 10 -3

27

micro
(𝛍m)

1 𝛍m = 0.000 001 m

x 10 -6

28

nano (nm)

1nm = 0.000 000 001 m

x 10 -9

objective lens
focusing wheel
stage
light source

better hope – brighter future

The smallest structural and functional unit
of an organism.

largest

cell

A structure that contains genetic material
and controls the activities of the cell.

nucleus

A thread like structure of coiled DNA found
in the nucleus of eukaryotic cells.

DNA

A polymer made up of two strands forming
a double helix.

smallest

chromosome

29

Small
intestines

Villi – increase surface area, Good blood supply – to maintain
concentration gradient, Thin membranes – short diffusion distance.

30

Lungs

Alveoli– increase surface area, Good blood supply – to maintain
concentration gradient, Thin membranes – short diffusion distance.

31

Gills in fish

Gill filaments and lamella – increase surface area, Good blood supply – to
maintain concentration gradient, Thin membranes – short diffusion
distance.

32

Roots

Root hair cells - increase surface area.

33

Leaves

Large surface area, thin leaves for short diffusion path, stomata on the
lower surface to let O2 and CO2 in and out.

ADAPTATIONS FOR DIFFUSSION
A section of DNA that codes for a specific
protein or characteristic.

Cells divide in a series of stages. The
genetic material is doubled and then
divided into two identical cells.

AQA
Cell Biology 2
34

MITOSIS AND
THE CELL CYCLE

Cell division
STEM CELLS

40

Stage 1

Growth

Increase the number of sub-cellular
structures e.g. ribosomes and
mitochondria.

41

Stage 2

DNA
Synthes
is

DNA replicates to form two copies of
each chromosome.

Mitosis

One set of chromosomes is pulled to
each end of the cell and the nucleus
divides. Then the cytoplasm and cell
membranes divide to form two cells
that are identical to the parent cell.

42

Stage 3

Undifferentiated cell of
an organism

Divides to form more cells of the
same type, and can differentiate
to form many other cell types.

35

36

Diffusion
No energy
required

Osmosis
No energy
required

Active
transport
ENERGY
required

Movement of
particles in a solution
or gas from a higher
to a lower
concentration

E.g. O2 and CO2 in gas exchange,
urea in kidneys. Factors that
affect the rate are concentration,
temperature and surface area.

Movement of water
from a dilute solution
to a more
concentrated solution

E.g. Plants absorb water from the
soil by osmosis through their root
hair cells. Plants use water for
several vital processes including
photosynthesis and transporting
minerals.

Movement of
particles from a
dilute solution to a
more concentrated
solution

E.g. movement of mineral ions
into roots of plants and the
movement of glucose into the
small intestines.

37

Human Embryonic stem cells

Can be cloned and made to differentiate
into most cell types

Therapeutic cloning uses same genes so
the body does not reject the tissue. Can be
a risk of infection

38

Adult bone marrow stem
cells

Can form many types of human cells e.g.
blood cells

Tissue is matched to avoid rejection, risk of
infection. Only a few types of cells can be
formed.

Meristems (plants)

Can differentiate into any plant cell type
throughout the life of the pant.

Used to produce clones quickly and
economically, e.g. rare species, crop plants
with pest /disease resisitance

39
Mitosis occurs during growth, repair, replacement of cells.
Asexual reproduction occurs by mitosis in both plants
& simple animals.

Transport in cells

gene

The greater the difference in concentrations the faster
the rate of diffusion.

Treatment with stem cells may be able to help conditions such as diabetes and paralysis. Some people object to the use of
stem cells on ethical or religious grounds
better hope – brighter future

The smallest part of an
element that can exist

Have a radius of around 0.1
nanometres and have no charge (0).

2

Element

Contains only one type
of atom

Around 100 different elements each
one is represented by a symbol e.g.
O, Na, Br.

3

Compound

Two or more elements
chemically combined

Contains protons and neutrons

Electron shells

Contains electrons
9
Max number of
electrons

1

2

Relative
Mass

Proton

+1

1

2

8

Neutron

0

1

3

8

Electron

-1

Very small

4

2

Relative electrical charges of subatomic particles

Atomic
number

11
Mixtures

The sum of the protons and neutrons in the
nucleus
The number of
protons in the atom

Electronic
structures

Electronic
shell

Relative
Charge

7
Li
3

A ball of positive
charge with
negative electrons
embedded in it

JJ Thompson ‘s experiments showed
that showed that an atom must
contain small negative charges
(discovery of electrons).

6

1909
nuclear
model

Positively charge
nucleus at the
centre surrounded
negative electrons

Ernest Rutherford's alpha particle
scattering experiment showed that
the mass was concentrated at the
centre of the atom.

Electrons
orbit the nucleus at
specific distances

Niels Bohr proposed that electrons
orbited in fixed shells; this was
supported by experimental
observations.

Example

16
Filtration

Separating an insoluble solid
from a liquid

To get sand from a mixture of
sand, salt and water.

17
Crystallisation

To separate a solid from a
solution

To obtain pure crystals of sodium
chloride from salt water.

18
Simple distillation

To separate a solvent from a
solution

To get pure water from salt water.

19
Separating a mixture of liquids
Fractional distillation each with different boiling points
Separating substances that move
at different rates through a
medium

-

12
Chemical
equations

Can be separated by
physical processes.

Description

To separate the different
compounds in crude oil.
To separate out the dyes in food
colouring.

+

-

-

The development of
the model of the atom

AQA GCSE
Atomic structure
and periodic
table part 1

Method

-

-

1913
Bohr
model

Number of electrons =
number of protons

Two or more elements or compounds
not chemically combined together

20
Chromatography

5

1897
‘plum
pudding’

7

Name of
Particle

Mass
number

Pre 1900

Compounds can only be separated
into elements by chemical reactions.

Central nucleus

8

4

Tiny solid spheres
that could not be
divided

10 Rutherford's scattering
experiment

Atom

13
Word
equations
14
Symbol
equations

Relative
atomic mass

Atoms,
elements and
compounds

1

15
Isotopes

better hope – brighter future

-

James
Chadwick

Before the discovery of the electron,
John Dalton said the solid sphere
made up the different elements.

Provided the evidence to
show the existence of neutrons within the nucleus

A beam of alpha particles are
directed at a very thin gold foil

-

-

-

+

-

Most of the alpha particles
passed right through.
A few (+) alpha particles were
deflected by the positive
nucleus.
A tiny number of particles
reflected back from the
nucleus.

-

Show chemical reactions - need
reactant(s) and product(s) energy
always involves and energy change

Law of conservation of mass states
the total mass of products = the
total mass of reactants.

Uses words to show reaction

reactants → products
magnesium + oxygen → magnesium oxide
Uses symbols to show reaction

Shows the number of atoms and
molecules in the reaction, these
need to be balanced.

reactants → products
2Mg + O2 → 2MgO
Atoms of the same element
with the same number of
protons and different
numbers of neutrons

Does not show what is
happening to the atoms or the
number of atoms.

35Cl

(75%) and 37Cl (25%)

Relative abundance =
(% isotope 1 x mass isotope 1) + (% isotope
2 x mass isotope 2) ÷ 100
e.g. (25 x 37) + (75x 35) ÷ 100 = 35.5

P1: Energy Part 1

3. Equations to recall and apply

1. Key Term

Definition

Kinetic energy (KE)

The energy an object has because it is moving

Gravitational potential
energy (GPE)

The energy an object has because of its position

Elastic potential energy

The energy stored in a springy object when you
stretch or squash it

Thermal energy

The energy a substance has because of its
temperature

Chemical energy

The energy stored in fuels, food, and batteries

Conservation of energy

Energy cannot be created or destroyed only
transferred.

Work done

The energy transferred by a force

Dissipation

The process of energy being transferred or lost to
the surroundings

Friction

A force that opposes movement

System

An object or group of objects

Closed system

An isolated system where no energy transfers take
place into or out of the energy stores in the system.

Useful energy

Energy that is not usefully transferred, usually as
thermal.

2. Calculating efficiency
1.Efficiency =
2. Efficiency =

Useful output energy transferred by the device
Total input energy supplied to the device
Useful power out
Total power in

3.No device can be more than 100% efficient.
4.Machines waste energy because of friction between their
moving parts, air resistance, electrical resistance, and noise.

Change in objects
gravitational potential
energy store, ΔEp

= mass, m x
(kilograms, kg)

(joules, J)
Elastic potential energy, Ee = ½ x
(joules, J)
Kinetic energy, Ek = ½ x

(joules, J)

Gravitational field
strength, g
x
(newtons per
kilogram, N/kg)

spring constant, k

x

(newtons per metre, N/m)
mass, m

x

Change of
height, Δh
(metres, m)

extension2 , e 2
(metres, m )

speed2 , ν 2

(kilograms, kg) (metres per second, m/s )

4. Power
1. The more powerful an appliance, the faster the rate at which it transfers energy

Energy in the place it is wanted in the form that it is
needed in

Wasted energy

Work done, W = force applied, F x distanced moved, s
(joules, J)
(newtons, N)
(metres, m)

5. Energy is
transferred by:
1. Heating
2. Waves
3. Electric
current
4. Force when
it moves an
object.

Energy transferred to appliance, E (joules, J)
2. Power, P =
Time taken for energy to be transferred, t (seconds, s)
(watts, W)
3. The power wasted by an appliance = total power input - useful power output

6. Conservation of energy in action
A falling object:
1. Decreases its
GPE store
2. Increases its
KE store as it
falls
3. Waste energy
transferred as
thermal and
sound

Gravitational
potential energy
decreasing

Kinetic energy
increasing

Heating and
sound of
impact
THUD!

Year 9 Unit 2: Laws – Knowledge Organiser
1

Copyright

Copyright gives the person who made the product/work rights to control how they are
used. Music, books, videos and software can all be covered by copyright law

Key Questions

2

Law

A rule that people have to follow

3

Theft

The action or crime of stealing

What sorts of data do people store about you?

4

Legal

Following the law and doing the right thing

What is the difference between legal and illegal?

5

Illegal

Doing something that is not allowed by the law e.g. stealing

6

Licence

A legal agreement that states how software can be used and distributed

7

Public
Domain

Describes content which has no copyright attached to it

8

Sharing

Where people make money from things they already own

9

Proprietary

Software where modifying and sharing is not permitted

10

Open Source

Software which you can modify and share for free

11

Freedom

The power or right to act, speak, or think as one wants

12

Information

Information is created when data is processed and put into context

13

Data

Facts and statistics collected together

14

Misuse

Use (something) in the wrong way or for the wrong purpose

15

Hacker

Hacking can be illegal as it means accessing, or trying to access, an ICT system without
the proper user names or passwords

16

Virus

Software that can replicate itself, cause harm to files by deleting, altering them or
corrupting them

17

Malware

Software that enters a computer system without the consent of the owner and which
harms the system

18

Ransomware

A type of malicious software designed to block access to a computer system until a sum
of money is paid

Why are laws around technology important?

Can you name some examples of proprietary software?
Can you list the different ways you could protect your
computer from viruses?
Why do businesses make you pay a license fee for software?

Year 9 Unit 1: Threats – Knowledge Organiser
1

Malware

Malicious software created to damage or gain illegal access to computer
systems

2

Phishing

When criminals send emails or texts to someone claiming to be a wellknown business

3

Worm

A type of malware which replicates itself.

4

Trojan

A type of malware which is disguised as legitimate software.

5

Virus

A type of malware which spreads by attaching itself to files

6

Brute Force

7

DDOS

8

Botnet

Key Knowledge
Different types of malware
Different types of system attack
Ways to prevent attacks
Understand the different software licensing types
13

Password

A string of characters that allows access to a
computer system or service which can be a secret
word or phrase

14

Encryption

A network attack which uses software to crack security passwords
through trial and error.

A process of converting information or data into a
code, especially to prevent unauthorized access.

15

Key

A distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack occurs when multiple
systems flood the bandwidth or resources of a targeted system, usually
one or more web servers.

A piece of information used in combination with an
algorithm

16

Stakeholder

Anyone with an interest in a business

17

Ethical

Morally good or correct

18

Legislation

Law or laws passed by a government

19

Cultural

Relating to the ideas, customs, and social behaviour
of a society.

A botnet is a number of Internet-connected devices, each of which is
running one or more bots.

9

Network
Forensics

Investigations that organisations undertake to find the cause of attacks
on their network.

10

Policy

A set of rules and procedures an organisation will follow.

11

Firewall

A firewall is software that will block unexpected connections coming in
to the network. Most operating systems include a firewall.

12

Anti-Virus

Designed to stop harmful viruses affecting your computer/network.

